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PUBLICATIONS

CLASSICAL CHINESE FICTION.
A GUIDE TO ITS STUDY AND APPRECIATION: ESSAYS AND
BIBLIOGRAPHIES.
By Winston L. Y. Yang, Peter Li, and Nathan Mao.
Boston: G. K. Hall & Co., 1978. xxvi, 302 pp. $30.00
This book is a comprehensive and extensive guide to the study and
appreciation of classical Chinese fiction. Prepared by three specialists
in the field, it consists of two parts: essays and bibliographies.
The nine essays provide a general historical and critical survey of
Chinese fiction from its earliest beginning to the end of the Ch'ing
period; the bibliographic section provides an annotated listing of
approximately 850 Western-language (English, French, and German)
translations and studies, including books, journal articles, and
dissertations. The book also contains a glossary of Chinese authors
and titles and an author and translator index.
The essay section begins with an introduction to the history of clas
sical Chinese fiction. The subsequent chapters deal with early
fictional writings, the literary tale, the colloquial story, and ten
major novels, including such well-known works as Dream of the Red
Chamber and Journey to the West. On the whole, the essays, revealing
insights into classical Chinese fiction, are informative and well-written.
Designed to help the Western reader develop an appreciative under
standing of some of the most importnat works of Chinese fiction, they
discuss classical Chinese fiction from both historical and critical
points of view. However, one may question the authors' selection of
works for discussion. For instance, some scholars may feel that Li
Pao-chia's (1867-1906) The Bureaucracy Exposed (Kuan-ch'ang hsienhsing chi) instead of his Strange Happenings Eyewitnessed in the
Last Twenty Years (Erh-shih nien mu-tu chih kuai hsien-chuang) should
have been selected to represent the late Ch'ing novel. Nevertheless,
the selection of other Ming and Ch'ing novels seems to be well
justified.
In the bibliographic section, the emphasis is on recent Western
critical studies and translations. The annotations, though often
brief, are descriptive and highly informative. Some annotations are
more detailed, often supplemented with critical comments. The section
is probably the most comprehensive guide to Western translations and
studies of Chinese fiction. Few important translations and studies
have been left out, even though some may question the inclusion of
certain titles. As for cross references, they are generally adequate,
but some of such references cannot be found in the index.
A uniquely designed reference work on Chinese fiction, this book, with
its essays and bibliographies, is a major contribution to the study of
Chinese literature in the West. For Western students and scholars who
are interested in classical Chinese fiction, it is an indispensable guide.
(Richard Chu)
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EAST ASIAN RESOURCES IN AMERICAN LIBRARIES.
By Teresa S. Yang, Thomas C. Kuo,
and Frank J. Shulman. New York: Paragon Book Gallery, 1977. 143 pp.
$10.00
This slim volume serves the scholarly community in two ways. It
attempts an overview of research materials on East Asia available
in the United States,and it provides valuable information concerning
the development, distribution, and accessibility of these materials.
The text begins with a brief historical sketch by Professor Yang
concerning the development of East Asian collections in the United
States and the current problem of how to make the best use of dwindling
financial resources when the trained East Asian bibliographers available
have as yet been unable to take full inventory of existing collections.
She sees inter-institutional cooperation and the steady exchange of
information as a means of alleviating this problem.
In the second essay. Professor Kuo gives a general survey of the
distribution and availability of East Asian resources in America.
He also gives important specific information on technical processing,
financial support, and the current status of 29 large East Asian
collections. Information concerning total holdings, extent of holdings
in East Asian languages, special areas of strength, and fees, if any,
for borrowing privileges and interlibrary loan services, is provided
for each collection discussed. Professor Kuo also reviews and appraises
past and current efforts to improve bibliographical control and acces
sibility through such initiatives as the National Program for Acquisitions
and Cataloging, and the Chinese Cooperative Catalog, and through the
Association for Asian Studies Committee on East Asian Libraries.
The bulk of the text compiled by Professor Shulman consists of a listing
of bibliographical guides to East Asian holdings in America. Items
are listed alphabetically, by author, under the following area divisions:
East Asia—general, China, Japan, Korea, Mongolia, Tibet, and Asian
Americans. Where the titles are not self-explanatory. Professor Shulman
provides a brief descriptive comment on the contents.
At the end of the volume there is a directory of East Asian collections,
with each collection listed alphabetically under the state where it is
located, and an author-title index.
The authors have assembled a great deal of key information into a
compact 143-page book. If the information they provide does not fully
reflect the extent of East Asian resources in American libraries, it
is due to gaps in available information, gaps which this work has
made a noteworthy and welcome effort to close.
(William B. Crawford)
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II.

New Publications

1.)

Books

ABSTRACTS OF KAERI PUBLICATIONS (1959-1976).
Research Institute, 1977. 240 pp.

Seoul:

Korea Atomic Energy

Classified in four major fields of sciences—physical sciences;
chemistry, materials and earth sciences; life sciences; and
engineering and technology—this volume contains 1259 entries in
English referring to research reports by Korean scientists published
between 1959 and 1976. Arranged under a consecutive number, each
entry is listed under the sequence of the original title in English,
followed by author, name of institute with which the author is affili
ated, the title of the journal in which the report appears, the
language of the report, and finally, the abstract. On the title
page it is noted that the original reports are available for
reproduction upon request for 40 cents per page (including mailing
cost) from the Library, Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute,
P. 0. Box 7, Cheong Ryang, Seoul, Korea.
(Key P. Yang)
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL WORKS COMPILED IN TAIWAN SINCE 1967: A CHECKLIST.
Comp. by
John Yung-hsiang Lai. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard-Yenching Library,
1978. 23 pp.
(Harvard-Yenching Library Occasional Reference Notes,
No. 7)
Originally prepared as an appendix to a paper entitled
"Current
Bibliographical Services in Taiwan," delivered at the 30th Annual
Meeting of the AAS in Chicago, March 31-April 2, 1978, this checklist
contains 269 titles of bibliographical works arranged under the following
categories: National and General Bibliographies; Union Catalogs and
Union Lists; Library Catalogs; Subject Bibliographies; Indexes,
Concordances, and Abstracts; Publishing News; Lists of Instituteassociated Works; Dissertations; Research Reports and On-going Projects;
and Guides to Reference sources and Bibliographies. Appended are
a Subject and Form Index, an English Title Index, and an Index to
Three Major Publishers.
CHINESE NEWSPAPERS PUBLISHED IN NORTH AMERICA, 1854-1975.
Comp. by Karl Lo
and H. M. Lai. Washington, D. C., Center for Chinese Research
Materials, Association of Research Libraries, 1977. xiii, 138 pp.
(Bibliographic Series, no. 16)
A short history of Chinese journalism in the U. S. and Canada, written
by Him Mark Lai, president of the Chinese Historical Society of
America, introduces this bibliography cum union list of the Chinese
periodical press in America. A total of 252 Chinese and bilingual
titles of serial publications issued by the Chinese or primarily for
the Chinese are listed. Locations and holdings statements are
supplied for each title. Entries are arranged alphabetically by
place of publication and chronologically. A title index and a
bibliography of Chinese- and English-language references are appended.
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Selected titles from this bibliography have been microfilmed by
the Asian American Studies Department of the University of
California, Berkeley, in collaboration with the Chinese Historical
Society of America.
(Harvard-Yenching Library Occasional
Reference Notes)
CHUNG HUA MIN KUO T'U SHU LIEN HO MU LU
by Kuo li Chung yang t'u shu kuan.
1977. 1218 pp.

£
£~ $ 4l(^
Comp.
Taipei: National Central Library,

This national union catalog of the Republic of China is the result of
a project begun in 1971, by which some 14,000 entries for books published
between 1974 and 1976 were selected from more than 70,000 catalog cards
received by the National Central Library from 15 major libaries in
Taiwan and included in the present volume. Each entry contains basic
bibliographic data: title, author, year and place of publication,
publisher, pagination, series information, and symbols for library
location. Arrangement of entries is by stroke number of the head
character of the title. There is no author index.
(Chi Wang)
CHUNG-KUO FA CHIH SHIH SHU MU
Jfa jfc. ^ $
^An Annotated Bibliography
of Chinese Legal History). Comp. by Chang Wejen $$L& ^ , et al.
Nankang, Taipei: Chung yang yen chiu yuan Li shih yti yen yen chiu so,
1976. 3 vols. (1334, 172 pp.) Academia Sinica Institute of History
and Philology. Special Publications, No. 67)
The 2252 entries in this elaborately annotated bibliography refer
not only to compilations of laws, statutes, and regulations, but also
to works covering almost every aspect of traditional Chinese governmental
organization and administration at national, provincial, and local
levels, including military affairs, taxation, and education and
examination systems. Entries are arranged under broad classifications
subdivided into detailed subject subheadings. Each entry consists of
title of the work; name of the author or compiler; publishing information
(date publisher, number of chuan and volumes); dates and other
biographical data on the author; a summary of the contents; location
of the work (with its call number) in one or more of 14 different
libraries in Taiwan; and bibliographical descriptions of later
editions of the original publication.
At the end of the third
volume are separate stroke-count indexes of authors and titles.
GLOSSARY OF CHINESE POLITICAL PHRASES.
By Lau Yee-fui, Ho Wan-yee, Yeung
Sai-cheung. Hong Kong: Union Research Institute, 1977. 590 [11] pp.
US$25.00.
Contained in this glossary are some 2054 slogans and phrases dating
largely from the period since 1949, which refer to important political
meetings, regional and national campaigns, socio-economic classifications,
and key concepts associated with major political trends in China. The
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entries are arranged alphabetically by pinyin romanization. Each
entry consists of the Chinese characters of the phrase, its romanization,
and its translation into English, along with a paragraph of explanation
citing when possible the earliest identifiable source, most often the
newspaper or periodical press. There are many cross-references from
one term to another, as well as conversion tables from Wade-Giles to
pinyin romanization and from Chinese characters to pinyin.
THE HISTORY OF JAPANESE PRINTING AND BOOK ILLUSTRATION.
New York and Tokyo: Kodansha, 1977. 264 pp.

By David Chibbett.

Numerous full-color and black-and-white illustrations have been
reproduced in this effort to relate the history of printing in Japan
to that of printed book illustration. The first half of this work is
a chronological account of Japanese printing; the second is a detailed
history of Japanese book illustration, which includes a survey of
various schools of art and their influenoe on the styles of book
illustration. Appendices include a glossary, with characters provided,
a brief bibliography of English- and Japanese-language sources,
an index to authors, and an index to titles mentioned in the text.
(Harva*fi-Yenching Library Occasional
Reference Notes)

^^-^'J # 4 ^

KUO LI CHUNG YANG T'U SHU KUAN CH'I K'AN MU LU $[
£ f§\ %
CATALOGUE OF PERIODICALS IN THE NATIONAL CENTRAL LIBRARY.
1977. 838 pp.

Taipei:

This catalog updates an earlier edition, published in 1966, which listed
in two separate sections some 900 Chinese and 1,050 Western-language
periodical titles in the National Central Library. The present edition
has been expanded to include, in four separate sections, 3,025 entries
for Chinese periodicals (with subject index), 451 entries for Japanese
periodicals (with subject index), 1,121 entries for Western-language
periodicals (with classified index), and 1,026 entries for Westernlanguage government serials (with alphabetical index). The section on
Chinese periodicals provides a fairly complete listing of Chineselanguage serials published in Taiwan during the past 30 years. Each
Chinese entry consists of title, publisher, and holdings in the
National central Library. Bibliographic data is somewhat less full
for Japanese- and We stem-language periodicals.
(Chi Wang)
ZENSHU SCSHO SAIMOKU SOVRAN, KOTEN-HEN SAKUIN

%Q fa fj^^fej^l •

. Ed. by Kokuritsu Kokkai Toshokan.
Book-Store Co., 1977. 732, 27 pp.

Tokyoi

Kinokuniya

This volume indexes more than 50,000 individual works of Japanese
traditional and classical literature produced before 1868, found in the
works listed in Zenshu sosho saimoku soran, Koten-hen (Comprehensive
index to collected works and series. Vol. I: Classical works), compiled
by the National Diet Library and published in 1973. The individual titles
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are arranged in Japanese syllabary order. Appended is a Chinese
character index arranged by number of strokes for selected titles
which are considered difficult to pronounce.
(Hisao Matsumoto)

2.)

Periodicals

CHUNGMUN HAKPO
No. 1-

.

• Seoul:
December, 1977-

Sungmyoung Women's University.

This scholarly journal on Sinology is published by the Department
of Chinese Language and Literature, Sungmyoung Women's University.
Articles written in the Korean language are contributed by both
professors and students of the Department. A useful appendix lists
works on China appearing in Korean journals during the years 1945-1977.
(Key P. Yang)
ILBON WANGNAE
fcitft(MONTHLY JAPANESE JOURNAL).
Japanese Studies. No. 1. March, 1978-

Seoul:

Institute of

This new journal is published bi-monthly by the Chungwoe Munhwa
Kyoryu Yon'guhoe Ilbon Yon'guwon in Seoul. The first issue contains
both scholarly and popular articles on Japanese cultural characteristics.
The Ilbon Yon'guwon (Institute of Japanese Studies) is located in Room
505, Changseang Building, 22014 Changgyo-dong, Chung-gu, Seoul, Korea.
(Key P. Yang)
NAE-OE CH'ULP'AN'GYE
£
(KOREA JOURNAL OF PUBLICATION & LIBRARY) .
Seoul: Nae-oe Ch'ulp'an'gye Sa. vol. 1, no. 1November, 1976Monthly.
This new journal covers important news in the publishing field, both
in Korea and abroad. It includes lists of current Korean and overseas
publications, as well as a section of annotated bibliography of major
works. Each number contains feature articles of interest to book
dealers and publishers. Nae-oe Ch'ulp'an'gye Sa is an independent
organization which treats issues in an objective manner, without
obligation to any social or political group. Together with Ch'ulp'an
munhwa $t 'fi£_yLl& , which is published by the Korean Publishers'
Association, this journal is an essential tool for use in building
a Korean collection. Beginning with the first issue of 1978, this
magazine changed its title to Wolgan tokso f{
^
^
(Sungha Kim)
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3.)

Articles

"SERIALS FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, 1966-76: A GUIDE,"
by Elise
Y. S. L. Chin and Karl K. Lo. THE SERIALS LIBRARIAN II: 1 (Fall, 1977),
31-48.
In this article the authors refer briefly to the restrictive effects
of the Cultural Revolution on the publication of Chinese serials from
1966, noting the beginnings of a resurgence in the year 1972. They
review the publication policies of the PRC during these years, and the
kinds of serials published for different types of readers. Also dis
cussed are the sources through which Chinese periodicals may be obtained
and the various government and commercial agencies in this country
which provide English-language translations from this type of publication.
Appended are a list of about 150 serial titles arranged under format or
subject category, and a list of aids and translation sources for PRC
serials.

III.

Publishing Notes

Reprint of Central Daily News announced. Marking its fifty-first year of publi
cation, the Central Daily News (Chung yang jih pao) has announced that it will
begin a project to reprint, in reduced-size (8 1/2 x 11) format, the backfiles
of this newspaper from March 12, 1949, through December 31, 1976. This reprint
edition will consist of 80 bound volumes, each volume containing 3 to 6 months
of the newspaper, and will be issued in 6 installments, the first on August 31,
1978, with 20 volumes covering 1972-1976, and the final installment on April
30, 1980, with 7 volumes covering 1949-1951. Further information may be obtained
from Central Daily News, Publication Division, 83 Chung Hsiao W. Road, Section I,
Taipei, Taiwan.
Kuang-ming jih-pao changes editorial policy. As of May 1, 1978, Kuang-ming
jih pao (jC*j\t^~) becomes a newpaper specializing in the reporting of news
concerning primarily science and education, according to its editorial of the
same date reprinted in the Jen-min jih-pao.
This change in editorial policy is
designed to "actively reflect various activities in the fields of science and
education" in the PWC and other countries for the purpose of "publicizing
scientific and educational lines and policies" and to "popularize scientific
knowledge." In order to maintain the characteristics of the paper's
original editorial policy, the new edition will also "pay attention to the
promotion of social sciences and culture through the publication of special
issues and supplements." Political and economic news, whether domestic or
foreign, will no longer be published unless it is of "particular importance."
The stated objective in this editorial change is to make the Kuang-ming
jih-pao a unique publication "different from both general daily newspapers and
special scientific and technical journals."
(Eugene Wu)
New directory of Japanese writers. Nichigai Associates, publishers of the
cumulative index to Zasshi Kiji Sakuin, announce the publication, between April
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and November, 1978, of a new four-volume directory of contemporary .Tananese
writers entitled Gendai Nihon Shippitsusha Dai jiten (
$ Jf? Jf/b^
7^
$ P
t * 69,000. The first three volumes will contain biographical
data"'(covering books and articles) of some 10,000 writers, many of whom—figures
connected with civic and union activities, schools, and government offices—are
not included in directories such as Chosakuken Daicho and Gendai Jimbutsu Jiten.
The fourth, or index volume, to contain indexes by title, subject, pen name, and
Chinese characters, should prove useful to librarians and researchers seeking
to establish the readings of Japanese family names.
r

i

c

e

d

a

(Shizue Matsuda)
South Korean publications in 1977. The January issue of Publishers News from
South Korea reported that 14,375 titles of books were issued by various publishers
during the year of 1977. This figure excludes non-commercial and academic
publications, but includes reprints of previous publications. This 1977 figure
shows an increase of approximately 1,000 titles over the figure for 1976.
(Sungha Kim)
New ALA Directory of Asian and African Librarians. The American Library Associ
ation has announced the availability of A DIRECTORY OF ASIAN AND AFRICAN LIBRARIANS
IN NORTH AMERICA, an alphabetically arranged listing of both names and addresses
prepared under the auspices of the Asian and African Section of the Association
of College and Research Libraries. Copies may be obtained by sending $5.00
($6.00 for non-ACRL members) and a self addressed mailing label to: Association
of College and Research Libraries, 50 East Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611.
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